
Holiday Main Street
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Take this lighting part to assemble on the tree, separate the tree as shown
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Restore one side with lights, then restore another side with lights assembled
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Remove the clear yellow round plates and the top green cone and replace by the lighting
part, beware don’t push the yellow bar to deep which would damage the light inside the
cone. Then assemble the lighting yellow round plates on one side



Keep going to assemble the four sides then it’s done
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Now it’s turn for the lamp post

Replace the lamp post, take one side of the clock out, place the wire in between the 
studs then stable by the clock
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Take the lighting plates and two black round plates 
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Detach the tram as shown
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Place the led bulb inside the top hole



Stable the wire by the round plate

Do that procedure for both ends
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Restore both ends and beware the position of the connector

Assemble the lighting plates and put the top back
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To power up connect the connector with the battery case
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Take the lighting parts with two yellow round blocks for this house
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Split the house and take away the lamps and detach them



Reassemble the lamps by the lighting round blocks
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Take away the shown parts of the front door then restore the lamps



Then take the red and green lighting round plates to assemble them
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Then restore the removed parts



Move the remain lighting parts to 2nd floor
Take the 4x6 plate from the 2nd floor to stable them
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Now restore the whole 2nd floor back



Assemble the lighting plate and the candle fire
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Now it’s the turn for the other house



Firstly, take away the x’mas tree and assemble the lighting round plates on it
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Assemble to the removed parts

Put the tree back and start assembling other lights, start by the brown 1x4 plates



Then assemble the yellow lighting round plate to the lamp
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Then assemble the lighting 1x8 plate to the bottom of 2nd floor



Remove the front door from the 1st floor, and move the remind lights out of the house
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Move the connector to outside as well, and place the wire in between the studs
before restoring the 2nd floor



After that assemble the lighting round plates on the front door
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At last, connect all the connectors to the USB cable
*The remain connector can be used for the tram


